Testimonials

This is the best training I’ve ever experienced! Upbeat, Moving, and
Personal. Thank You for the style you brought to the class. From the
moment we walked in, we were greeted with a smile and handshake. I felt
like I was a person not a client right from the start
With leadership classes I’ve taken in the past, you are forced to sit and
listen with little ability to discuss your situation. Kate and David let you
speak at will, and use your personal situation to educate everyone on
how you could resolve a problem or deal with a certain situation. I never
felt scared to be open with this type of teaching.
I never looked at my watch once! I sure will be looking for opportunities
to attend more of your classes.
I have used heartfelt leadership skills since attending the class; I have
had a more positive attitude, been in a happier mood, and shrugged off
little things that used to bother me before. I am a better person today for
meeting Kate and David, and will continue to use their teachings as a
means of good leadership.
Scott E. Beebe, Dominion Energy Transmission Inc.
"Heartfelt leadership inspired me to step back and view myself and my
relationships from a perspective of presence and compassion. Kate and
David make vulnerability into fun and engaging playtime. Fears,
frustrations, and insecurities simply melt away in this class…"
Kim Gridley, Planning Specialist, Tioga County, PA
Awakening, Refreshing, Warming. David and Kate’s relationship with one
another made this experience so much more unique and engaging than I
could have ever expected. They’re energy and cues with one another are
what really made the experience something to learn from and
grow…feeling ready to be a game-changer in the workplace.
Meghan Beardsley, Analyst, Customer Logistics, American
Cancer Society, Inc.

Kate & David are unquestionably the best in the business. Their unique
method of delivery will leave their lessons imprinted in your mind forever.
Their training is the best “gift” you could give yourself.
Pam Burrous, Dominion Energy Transmission
“I’ve been to a lot of leadership trainings…this brought it all together for
me…the light went on.”
- Jim Hamilton, Dominion Energy
Transmission
“It’s not often, if ever, that anyone has an opportunity to attend a
seminar or training where the facilitators present from the heart and the
heads! David and Kate have nailed it! They have a heartfelt way of
engaging their audience while the listener’s inner self is enlightened and
awakened. Powerful, Engaging, Enduring.”
Kimberly Womeldorf
Director of Programs & Services
Roads to Freedom CILNCP
Practicing “Heartfelt Leadership” daily helps that dull star give off an
incredible flare, increasing its brightness. Appoint yourself the Chief
Heartfelt Officer (CHO); watch worker brilliance become the norm.
-Jim McKenna, Director of Medical Imaging & Radiation Oncology,
Fairbanks Memorial Hospital
Engaging, Empowering, Refreshing. I have no words for the beauty and
truth I found in myself with your teaching methods. You are fascinating
to watch together, brilliant.
Ann Holleran, Dairy Farmers of America
Kate and David engaged the participants without the use of detailed
PowerPoint slides and not only encouraged but facilitated open dialog
from each participant. The small group helped with that level of
introspection from each person making the experience more valuable on
a more personal level. Both were very laid back, knowledgeable,
personable, and non-judgmental. I appreciated the open space, so to
say, for participants to share situations from their own workplace.
Janice E. Bennett
Education Coordinator, Organizational Development
The Guthrie Clinic

